
Problem Solution

Key metrics

Unique value proposition Unfair advantage Customer Segments

Channels

Cost Structure Revenue Streams

top 3 problems top 3 features single, clean, compelling message that states 
why you are different and worth buying

can't be easily copied or bought target customers

key activities you measure
path to customers

What are the most important costs inherent in our business model?
Which Key Resources are most expensive?
Which Key Activities are most expensive?

For what value are our customers really willing to pay?
For what do they currently pay?
How are they currently paying?
How would they prefer to pay?
How much does each Revenue Stream contribute to overall revenues?
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(B2B)
Digital Marketing 

Agencies

Lack of a unified 
Customer data 

due to disparate 
apps / sources.

They need a 
technical solution 

that does not 
require coding 

# of Brands 
per agency

# of Profiles per 
brand

# of 
Interactions per 

Profile

# of Profiles x $0.029

Training & Support

Brand Setup

GCP, Zapier

Our Customer 
Success 

Personnel

Marketing 
Agencies

Social Media & 
Digital Ads

MarTec 
conference & alike

(test Traction 
book)

DW with prebuilt 
connectors

No easy way to 
add new data
(integration)

(B2B)
Brands

White label

Predictive 
segmentation

Unlimited 
Profiles & 

Interactions

Agency 
driven 

security
Easy to use cloud 

solution that is makes 
putting all customer 
data in one place 

easily, analyze it, and 
act on it

CDP solving the Big 
CDP Problems  & 

tailored for agencies, 
with a mobile first 

approach.

Mobile 
first CDP 

No easy way to 
put the unified 
customer info 

back to other apps

Self service UI 
that doesn’t 

require coding
 

Ability to export 
data once unified

(B2B)
Ecommerce 

brands

(B2B)
Enterprise 
Marketing 

Departments 


